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has documented in her book of the same Even less material exists about women who children. The emphasis here is on quan-
title, is part of the Canadian national are considered "minor" figures in mathe- tity rather than quality of information, 
character. For those of us who have taught matics and those in computer program- but some of the major figures do receive 
works in which so many female characters ming. Thus, these women have not been detailed attention. The chapter on 
succumb to fate or fortune, helpless vie- included. mathematics includes: Hypatia, Agnesi, 
tims of a sexist society, it is gratifying to Du Chatelet, Germain, Somerville, Kova-
find a literature of survivors-women levsky, Scott. 
survivors. D I. Survey Articles/Books on Women in Osen, Lynn M. Women in Mathematics. 
Mathematics Cambridge, Mass.: The MIT Press, 1974. 
Cathy N. Davidson is an Assistant Pro-
The following is a list of books and survey 
This book, until very recently the only 
fessor of English at Michigan State one on women in mathematics, offers a 
University in East Lansing. articles, which, despite their limitations, popularized view of the major female 
are of particular relevance and will be re-
mathematicians. As such, it hardly con-
ferred to in the bibliography on women 
siders mathematics, and fails to indicate 
mathematicians: 
why the women are important. Although 
Karen D. Rappaport it was published in 197 4, it includes no 
Women Mathematicians: Bell, E.T. Men of Mathematics. New York: new material; most of its information can 
A Bibliography Simon and Schuster, 1937. This book be found in earlier survey articles listed 
mentions only three of the women and 
above. Because of a reliance on old 
Although long ignored or unrecognized, only because of their known working re- articles, a significant number of serious 
there have been several notable women in lationships to male mathematicians. factual errors reappear. If this book is to 
the history of mathematics. That the list is Included are: Germain, Kovalevsky, be used for a course, since it is still the 
not long is due to the barriers presented to Boole, and only a brief reference (in a only one easily available, teachers should 
women trying to study mathematics. Those footnote) to Noether. be aware of its limitations. The chapter 
who were able to learn the subject en- Coolidge, J. L. "Six Female Mathemati- on Kovalevsky, relying as it does on old 
countered many more difficulties in their cians," Scripta Mathematica 17 (March- and unreliable sources, is largely incor-
attempts to apply their knowledge. Yet in June 1951): 20-31. Although brief, this rect. Included in this book are: Hypatia, 
spite of these difficulties there were women excellent article provides a biography Agnesi, Du Chatelet, Germain, Somer-
who, because of circumstances, force of and a summary of the mathematical ville, Kovalevsky, Noether. 
will, and/or brilliance, were able to achieve works of: Hypatia, Agnesi, Du Chatelet, Perl, T. Math Equals. Menlo Park, Calif.: 
some recognition. Somerville, Germain, Kovalevsky. Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., 1978. 
In our efforts to rediscover our history, Dubreil-Jacotin, Marie-Louise. "Women This book contains biographies of nine 
we should be careful not to continue the Mathematicians," Great Currents of women mathematicians, as well as enough 
unjust omission of these mathematicians. Mathematical Thought. Edited by F. discussion of elementary mathematics to 
All the women mentioned in this bibliog- LeLionnais. New York: Dover, 1971, clarify the contributions of each woman. 
raphy should be included in a course on the I, 268-80. (The French version appeared Included are: Hypatia, Du Chatelet, 
history of science and/or mathematics. in 1962.) This is a brief biography of Agnesi, Germain, Somerville, Lovelace, 
Many of these women were involved in Hypatia, Agnesi, Germain, Somerville, Kovalevsky, Young, Noether. 
the intellectual circles of their times and Kovalevsky, Noether. Schacher, Susan, ed. Hypatia 's Sisters: 
may be found in other historical or literary Iocabacci, Rora F. "Women of Mathe- Biographies of Women Scientists - Past 
contexts. With this in mind, the bibliog- matics," The Mathematics Teacher 63, 4 and Present. Seattle: Feminists North-
raphy highlights the achievements, both (April 1970): 329-37. This is a collection west, 197 6. This is a popular collection 
mathematical and nonmathematical, of of brief biographies with a listing of the of very short biographies. The only 
these mathematicians. It therefore em- mathematical works of: Hypatia, Agnesi, mathematicians included are Hypatia, 
phasizes biographical materials. Articles Germain, Kovalevsky, Noether. Du Chatelet, and Somerville. More im-
discussing mathematical works are omitted, Mozans, H. J. (pseudonym for John portant mathematicians have been 
but are available from the author, on Augustine Zahm). Woman in Science. omitted-an indication of one of the 
request. Cambridge, Mass.: TheMITPress, 1974. major problems with this work. No in-
The bibliography includes the major This book, originally published in 1913, formation appears about the relative im-
women in mathematical history. The sig- is a collection of biographical material portance of the women in their fields, 
nificant number of references to articles about women scientists prior to 1912. and several significant scientists are 
about male mathematicians which include Although feminist for its time, it con- missing. The most complete material 
information about these women is evidence tains many apologies about families and is provided for the biological scientists. 
of the lack of interest in and published The biographies are very uneven: some 
material about women mathematicians. 
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descriptions are detailed, with few 
references, while others are brief and 
rely on one source. Brief paragraphs 
are offered on Noether and Agnesi. 
II. The Mathematicians 
• Hypatia (370 A.D.-415 A.D.): A philos-
opher and inventor of scientific instru-
ments, Hypatia is the earliest known female 
mathematician. 
Survey Articles/Books: 
Hypatia is briefly mentioned in most dic-
tionaries or biographical listings of mathe-
maticians. She is included in the follow-
ing books and survey articles: Coolidge, 
Dubreil-J acotin, locabacci, Mozans, Osen, 
Schacher. 
Biographical Articles: 
Heath, Thomas L. Diophantus of Alex-
andria: A Study in the History of Greek 
Algebra. New York: Dover Publications, 
1964. Some of the works usually attribu-
ted to Diophantus are here attributed to 
Hypatia. 
• Emilie de Breteuil, Marquise du Chatelet 
(1706-1749): A French intellectual, she 
was known for her salons and her relation-
ship with Voltaire. Her portrait, by Marie 
Anne Loir, shows the Marquise sitting with 
a compass, globe, and calculations - recog-
nition of her mathematical accomplish-
ments. Her writings include three works in 
mathematical physics. 
Survey Articles/Books : 
Coolidge, Mozans, Osen, Schacher. 
Biographical Articles: 
Wade, Ira 0. Voltaire and Madame du 
Chatelet : An Essay on the Intellectual 
Activity at Cirey. Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1941. Typical of ar-
ticles primarily about Voltaire which 
include references to the Marquise du 
Chatelet . 
• Maria Gaetana Agnesi (1718-1799): 
Agnesi was a known linguist, fluent in 
seven languages. She was also known as 
hostess of the many multilingual philo -
sophical discussions held at her father's 
16 
"The Witch of Agnesi" 
home in Italy. She wrote a collection of 
philosophical essays and one of the first 
comprehensive calculus texts. 
Survey Articles/Books: 
Coolidge, Dubreil-J acotin, locabacci, 
Mozans, Osen. Schacher mentions Agnesi 
briefly in eight lines. 
Other Articles: 
Kennedy, Hubert C. "The Witch of Agnesi-
Exorcised," The Mathematics Teacher 
(October 1969): 480-82. A discussion of 
the mistranslation of Agnesi's text that 
caused the naming of the curve "The 
Witch of Agnesi." 
• Sophie Germain (1776-1831): Elected to 
membership in the French Academy of 
Sciences for her work in mathematical 
physics, she was the first woman to do 
original mathematical research. Her most 
valuable work was in number theory. 
Survey Articles/Books: 
Coolidge, Dubreil-Jacotin, Iocabacci, 
Mozans, Osen. Germain is briefly men-
tioned in Bell because of her mathematical 
correspondence with Gauss . 
Biographical Articles: 
Dunnington, G. Waldo. C. F. Gauss, Titan 
of Science. New York: Hafner, 1955, 
67-69. Another case where Germain is 
mentioned due to her correspondence 
with Gauss. 
Gray, Mary. "Sophie Germain, A Bi-
centennial Appreciation," Association 
for Women in Mathematics Newsletter 
6, 6 (September-October 1976) : 10-14. 
•Mary Fairfax Somerville (1780-1872): 
This Scotswoman was an active member of 
English intellectual circles and wrote nu-
merous scientific texts. As a result of her 
efforts to popularize science, a women's 
college at Oxford University was named 
Somerville College in her honor. 
Survey Articles/Books: 
Coolidge, Dubreil-J acotin, Mozans, Osen, 
Schacher. 
Biographical Articles: 
Richeson, A. W. "Mary Somerville," 
Scripta Mathematica 8, 1 (March 1941) : 
5-13. 
Somerville, Martha. Personal Recollections 
from Early Life to Old Age of Mary 
Somerville: With Selections from Her 
Correspondence. New York: AMS Press, 
197 3; first published in 187 4. 
•Augusta Ada Lovelace (1814-1852): The 
daughter of the poet Lord Byron, Love-
lace applied her mathematical talents to 




Kean, David W. "The Countess and the 
Computer," Datamation 19 (May 1973), 
60-63. A discussion of her relation to 
Charles Babbage, the inventor of the 
computer, and her development as a 
programmer. Some sexist comments mar 
the essay. 
Angluin, Dana. "Lady Lovelace and the 
Analytical Engine," Association for 
Women in Mathematics Newsletter 6, 1 
(January 1976): 5-10; 6, 2 (February 
1976) : 6-8. A more feminist view of 
Lovelace's development as a program -
mer and her work with Babbage. 
Moore, Doris Langley. Ada, Countess of 
Lovelace, Byron's Legitimate Daughter. 
New York: Harper and Row, 1977. 
eMary Boole (1832-1916): The wife of the 
mathematician George Boole, she spent 
many years writing about logic and her 
husband's work. She later began to write 
of her own work in logic and in the teach-
ing of mathematics. 
Survey Articles/Books: 
Mary Boole is mentioned in Bell only with 
respect to her husband's work. 
Biographical Articles: 
Tahta, D. G., ed. A Boolean Anthology: 
Selected Writings of Mary Boole on 
Mathematical Education. Association of 
Teachers of Mathematics, 1972. This col-
lection of her writings includes both 
mathematical and educational works. 
• Sofya Kovalevsky (1850-1891): This 
Russian intellectual, who was forced to 
work in Sweden, wrote several novels and 
political essays in addition to significant 
works in mathematics. 
Survey Articles/Books: 
Coolidge, Dubreil-J acotin, Iocabacci, 
Mozans, Osen. She is included in Bell 
because of her relationship with the 
mathematician Weierstrass. 
Biographical Works: 
Leffler, Anna Carlotta. Sonya Kovalevsky, 
Her Recollections of Childhood, with a 
Biography. Translated by A. M. Clive 
Bayley. New York: The Century Com-
pany, 1895. This book contains Kova-
levsky's autobiographical novel, The 
Raevsky Sisters, and a brief biography. 
The biography, written shortly after 
Kovalevsky's sudden death, is more 
emotional than factual. 
Polubarinova-Kochina, P. Sophia Vasi-
lyevna Kovalevskaya, Her Life and Work. 
Men of Russian Science, translated by 
P. Ludwick. Moscow: Foreign Languages 
Press, 1957. 
Stillman, B. "Sofya Kovalevskaya: Grow-
ing Up in the Sixties," Russian Literature 
Triquarterly (1974): 276-302. After a 
short biography, the article analyzes 
Kovalevsky's literary work. 
Hypatia 
Keen, Linda. "Sonya Kowaleskaya. Her 
Life and Work," Association for Women 
in Mathematics Newsletter 7, 2 (March-
April 1977): 2-6. 
•Charlotte Angas Scott (1858-1931): This 
English-born mathematician was a founding 
faculty member of Bryn Mawr College and 
a founding member of the American 
Mathematical Society . 
Survey Articles/Books: 
Mozans briefly mentions Scott. 
Biographical Articles: 
Kenschaft, P. "Charlotte Angus [sic] 
Scott 1858-1931," Association for 
Women in Mathematics Newsletter 7, 6 
(November-December 1977) : 9-10; 
8, 1 (January-February 1978). 
Lehr, Marguerite. "Charlotte Angas Scott," 
Notable American Women, ed. E. T. 
James, III. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard 
University Press, Belknap Press, 1971, 
249-50. 
eGrace Chisholm Young (1868-1944): This 
Englishwoman was one of the first women 
to receive a Ph.D. in mathematics . She had 
to attend the University of Gottingen, 




Wiegand, Sylvia. "Grace Chisholm Young," 
Association for Women in Mathematics 
Newsletter 7, 3 (May-June 1977): 5-10. 
Written by her granddaughter, this 
biography of Young includes a discussion 
of her work. 
•Emmy (Amalie)-Noether (1882-1935): 
A founder of the area of mathematics 
known as modern algebra, Noether taught 
at Bryn Mawr College after fleeing Hitler's 
Germany. 
Survey Articles/Books: 
Dubreil-Jacotin, Iocabacci, Osen, Schacher. 
Biographical Articles: 
Van der Waerden, B. L. "Nachruf auf 
Emmy Noether," Mathematische Anna-
len 111 (1935): 469-76. Memorial 
address. 
Wey!, Hermann. "Emmy Noether," 
Scripta Mathematica, 3, 3 (1935): 
201-20. Memorial address. 
Reid, Constance. Hilbert. New York-
Heidelberg-Berlin: Springer Verlag, 
1970. This book about the mathemati-
cian Hilbert contains numerous refer-
ences to Noether at Gottingen. 
Kimberling, Clark H. "Emmy Noether," 
The American Mathematical Monthly 79 
(February 1972): 136-49. Useful survey 
of the life of Noether and her contribu-
tions to mathematics. The essay con-
tains some previously unpublished 
material about Noether, as well as 
several references and excerpts from 
biographical material that is difficult 
to obtain. 
Noether, Emiliana P. "Emmy Noether: 
Twentieth Century Mathematician and 
Woman," Association for Women in 
Mathematics Newsletter 6, 7 (November-
December 1976): 1-6. The author is 
Emmy Noether's niece. D 
Karen D. Rappaport is an Associate Pro-
fessor of Mathematics at Essex County 
College, Newark, New Jersey. 
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